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Laser Scanners
Develop your expertise
in the key areas where
demand will remain high
Energy. Comfort. Security.
Foi nedily 100 vkJ's, Johnson Controls Systems
and Services Division has been the industiy's
uniguelv-quahfied sinqle source for building con-
trol systerns that conserve energy, maintain com-
fort, and protect life and property. We continue to
address the growing demand in these vita! areas
through a complex network of 120 branch offices
in large and small cities across the country. To
Intensify our efforts, we seek talented engineers
possessing BSEE/BSME degrees:
Sales Engineer
In conjunction with Consulting Engineers, you will
evaluate building needs and assist in writing specifi-
cations and designing control systems. You will
assume total project responsibility - from sale
through system installation and warranty. This
challenging position affords the opportunity to
utilize your engineering talents while you develop
strong interpersonal/communications skills.
Application Engineer
You will participate in the design and logistics of
building automation systems after the sale. Work-
ing with Sales Engineers, you will prepare custom-
designed systems and maintain responsibility for
procurement of factory materials and custom
assemblies from both Johnson and outside suppliers.
Control Systems Engineer
You will assist Application and Sales Engineers in
the execution of engineering designs for pneumatic,
electronic and fully computerized systems. You will
explore the current developments and practices in
the control industry as you learn to develop auto-
mation specifications, estimate costs and prepare
proposals.
Join Johnson Controls and share in the develop-
ment and application of new and essential tech-
nology. These positions offer rapid career pro-
gression and an attractive salary/benefits package.
Johnson Controls, Inc., Systems & Services Division,
P.O. Box 423, IVlilwaukee, Wl 53201
.
•
We will be on campus interviewing
March 4, 5, 6.
For further consideration, please
contact your placement office.
We Are An Equal Oppon
JQHNSON
CONTROLS
Systems & Services
Division
•
Who'd let
a23-year-old
work with the
worlds most
sophisticated
laser system?
Or evaluate primary sensor performances of
multimillion dollar satellites?
Or manage millions of dollars a year in
defense contracts?
The Air Force, that's who.
If you're a talented, motivated electrical
engineer or plan to be, you don't have to wait to
work with the newest, most sophisticated
technology around.
You can do it now, as an Air Force officer
working as an electrical engineer.
Don't get us wrong. We don't hand it to you
on a silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard.
But if you do, we'll give you all the
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well
for taking it.
You'll get housing, medical and dental care —
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank.
Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate
school. If you're qualified and selected, we'll pay
75% of your tuition. Those with special
qualifications can even study full time, at no cost.
So plug into the Air Force. Because when it
comes to technology, the Air Force can help you
achieve great sophistication at a very tender age.
For more information call toll-free
1-800-423-USAF (in California 1-800-232-
USAF). Better yet, send your resume to
HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB,TX 78150.
There's no obligation.
AIM HIGH
AIR FORCE
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Electronic Protection Man Kay Flick
Security is already a bcximing business, but new advances in
electonics make systems mcire secure than ever before.
Supermarket Super-Scanners Randy Aksamii
Laser technology has reached the local grocery store, using
advanced electronics for identifying and pricing groceries.
High-Tech Piracy Marco Sims
New equipment has allowed wider choice for television viewers
and music listeners. Now consumers and industry must deal with
the difficult legal questions of rights and profits.
Is There A Need for Technical Writing? Pete Nelson
The need for engineers to communicate has raised questions of
the writing abilities of college graduates.
Departments
Editorial 3, Tech Teasers 3, Technovisions 7, Technotes 9.
Technovations 1 1 , Techprofiles 1
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On the cover: iMser scanners reduce checkout time and
eliminates the need for individually priced items—benefitting the
consumer and supermarket alike. Scanner courtesy of Diana
Foods, 400 S. Broadway. Urbana (photo by Dave Colburn).
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(ATech Teasers Editorial
1. What is the least multiple of
seventeen which, when divided by any of
2,3,4 16 leaves 1 as a remainder?
2. What famous scientist is credited
with saying, "Anything that won't sell, I
don't want to invent."
3. Due to an EPA crackdown, Santa
Claus can no longer distribute bituminous
coal, readily found in the North Pole, to
bad children, but must instead use anthra-
cite coal. To find this rarer type, he sends
two elves to search an area in southern
Illinois so that the stockings of naughty
kids might be tilled. They must search ev-
ery square on the map except the central
square, which is a small pond. They can
proceed horizontally and vertically but not
diagonally, and only one elf can search
each square once. The first elf goes from
A to B, the second from B to A. Draw
their paths so that each one passes
through the same number of squares.
answers on page 12
o
The Write Solution
All across the country, engineering
schools are finding renewed interests in
revamping their graduation requirements.
The dilemma is that few schools are
touching the surface, much less the roots,
of the problem.
College is supposed to be a place
where sOidents take their groundwork and
polish it in some reasonably specialized
area. So why aren't all entering freshman
at the University fluent writers and articu-
late orators'? Perhaps because they didn't
get enough liberal arts classes in high
school.
Partly because of this our current en-
gineering students are considered semi-
literate. But how can this be? After all,
the technical student here at the University
already has to take Rhetoric 105 as well
as 18 hours of humanities and social sci-
ences electives. So why doesn't he com-
municate well?
Because the engineering students and
faculty don't take the requirements
seriously. Many advisors treat the humani-
ties and social sciences as courses to get
out of the way, so that the degree can be
obtained. The soidents choose "blow-off"
courses like Music 100 and Classical
Civilizations. The unwritten rule for the
engineer is "if it doesn't require any writ-
ten papers, I'll take it." So how are more
humanities and social science require-
ments going to help when they're faced
with this kind of oppostion?
The first of four parts to the only
feasible solution for all these related prob-
lems is to put more emphasis on writing,
grammar, and oral communication in high
school curricula. The best time to teach
people how do deal with others on intelli-
gent levels is while they are young, and
not after they think they have made up
their minds about their future. Once in
college, they should be able to apply their
already excellent communicative talents to
their respective areas of study.
Number two is a concerted attempt
by advisors, administration, and the stu-
dents to get rid of anything that isolates
engineers from the rest of the University.
Specifically, this includes the abolishment
of specialized Rhetoric sections for en-
gineers only. A big part of the ability to
communicate comes from looking at situa-
tions from all different angles. When you
are always with engineers, you can't help
but keep a technically one-sided view on
life. When you are exposed to students of
different majors, and are forced to com-
plete with them for grades in subjects that
are not always technical in nature, you
can become more broad-minded.
Although it is necessary to learn to
write and talk about subjects that are not
technical, the same skills must be streng-
thened in the technical areas. Engineers
will have to write technical reports and
give oral presentations of projects, and
practice is best obtained in college. There
are a few engineering classes that current-
ly require some sort(s) of paper writing or
oral reporting, but all basic technical re-
quirements should include some form of
technical paper and/or spoken report as
part of the grade.
And there is the final part of the
solution: student/advisor-defined electives.
Currently, most engineering curricula have
space for 6 hours of free electives. Why
not change the system so that these 6
hours can only be fulfilled by consent of
both the advisor and the student? Ideally,
the student should think about and re-
search the various ways the free hours
could be used. The student would then
talk to her advisor, and they would
mutually agree on what is best for the stu-
dent.
The end result of this four-phased
solution would not only be engineers who
can write and speak well, but students
who are happy with their education and
ready for the future.
Mary Kay Flick
Electronic Protection
since the Egyptians
invented Iteys
centuries ago,
technology has played
an important role in
helping people to feel
secure. Now, with the
development of
advanced electronics,
innovative and
custom-made security
systems allow
businesses and
homeowners to protect
their property.
A man dressed in black pants, a hat
and gloves, and a dark sweater slithers
through bushes around a modem well-kept
home. He is a professional, seasoned by
years of trial-and-error. The man is a cat
burglar. Every night this man fights an
uphill battle to earn his livelihood.
However, his biggest enemy is not the
law; it is technology.
The effects of the technological re-
volution have reached far into countless
industries, including the security industry.
It is estimated that 1 out of every 20
homes will be burglarized this year with a
projected property loss totaling 8.5 million
dollars. As homeowners become in-
creasingly frustrated with the ineffective-
ness of local law enforcement officials,
they have turned to highly sophisticated
electronic security systems.
This trend began in 1976 with the
launching of home smoke detector sales.
This year, home burglar alarms may enter
the security appliance market. A uidely
varied market, security systems vary by
the needs and budgets of security custom-
ers. Virtually endless combinations of
components can be tailored into remark-
ably efficient entry deterrents.
Security systems employ various
techniques to deter an intruder. The sys-
tem's actual tactics depend on its purpose.
Some systems may simply wish to give a
would-be intruder the idea that a residence
is occupied—thus discouraging a burglarv'
attempt. Others actually try to catch the
crook as he enters a building.
Variable light timers have been
around for a long time; however, these
may eventually be discerned by a deter-
mined thief. Therefore, adding the ele-
ment of surprise to the power of light may
create an effective barrier to a criminal.
Colorado Electro-Optics, Inc. has such a
system. It is a passive infrared sensor
which detects changes in thermal radiation
and then activates flood lights. So, when
an intruder enters the 25 by 40 foot detec-
tion range, it activates external lighting as
if the resident were about to come out-
side. It is a fairly simple system with
powerful implications.
Similarly, other systems seek to warn
residents of approaching persons. Metal
detecting sensors can be buried under-
ground to warn of approaching vehicles.
This system consists of a sensor tied by
coaxial cable to a warning device. As a
vehicle approaches, the sensor sends a
signal to any combination of sirens,
lights, or bells. This system can be used
either as a deterrent or simply to signal
approaching visitors.
Buried sensors may alternatively use
different detection techniques of discov-
ery. Another system uses a sensor buried
four to six inches underground which cre-
ates a shield of electrical energy that spe-
cifically detects human intrusion. The
accuracy of the sensor can be increased if
it is made insensitive to seismic or press-
ure changes, and to intrusions by small
animals.
These types of security systems are
set off before a thief reaches a home or
business facility. In contrast, many sys-
tems are triggered only when a criminal
actually breaks into a building. These de-
vices may signal entry by detecting glass
breakage, interruption of an infrared field,
photoelectric beam, or electronic circuit,
or simply with a closed circuit television '
system.
Closed circuit television (CCTV) has
been used for many years. However, poor
visibility in low light situations has always
been a problem. Cameras have now been
developed which can record activity in
what is completely dark to the naked eye.
Nevertheless, CCTV is still an expensive
security system because of the cost of
constant surveillance personnel. Therefore,
it is often used with other types of detec-
tors so that fewer people are required to
monitor the system.
Such detectors may include shock
detection devices. TTiese are placed in
strategic locations about windows, doors
and other entry points. The first devices
of this type consisted of foil strips which
ran around window perimeters, or foil
patches placed on windows. However,
since these are easily discovered by in-
truders, a move was made to develop
more concealable shock detectors. There-
fore, small sensors, usually about an inch
big, were developed to be placed on win-
dows. The prototypes responded to
changes in conditions which caused exces-
sive false alarms. The current shock de-
tectors respond to the frequency of break-
ing glass or to changes in resistance of a
weighted crossbar within the sensor.
These sensors may be hardwired into the
rest of a facility's security system.
An alternate system to shock detec-
tors might utilize alarm screens. The
screens look like ordinary window screen-
ing, but have small wires woven into
them in vertical or horizontal pattems.
Ilustration of Typical Security Coverage in a Building
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Source: After Security Distributing and Marlteting,
July 1984.
When a screen is cut. a circuit is broken
which triggers an alarm. These devices
have the advantage of being camouflaged
against intruders.
Many systems simply try to control
access to certain areas. Barriers are cre-
ated by placing limited access control un-
its at points of entry. These usually con-
sist of a telephone-style keypad or an
electronic magnetic tape card reader. A
person authorized for entry simply inserts
a card into the unit and types in his access
code. The unit may stand alone or be
connected with many others by a small
#
o
programmable microprecessor. The sys-
tem can be programmed to disallow repe-
ated tries at entering codes, thus dis-
couraging random code entering.
Perhaps the most invisible systems
use passive infrared (PIR) devices. The
systems consist of a detector unit which
drops either a spoked or blanket pattern of
infrared energy. When an intruder breaks
the infrared curtain, he triggers an imba-
lance in the infrared energy, which can
set off sirens, send calls to police, or alert
the homeowner to the prescence of an in-
truder. The greatest problem with PIR
systems is their susceptibility to false
alarms, making them costly and bother-
some. More accurate detection ability
means less likelihood of false activation.
In addition to invisible detection fields,
most PIR units are fairly small and some
companies have even manufactured them
to look like ordinary room thermostats.
Similar to PlR's, some systems use
photoelectric beams to detect intrusion.
They consist of a photoelectric transmitter
and a receiver. When an intruder passes
through the beam, the connection is
broken, thus triggering an alarm. Usually,
several of these are used together to pro-
vide wide coverage.
However, photoelectric beams can be
used other ways to provide security. A
small transmitter emits a photelectric
"key" which is received by a "lock."
The user simply points the transmitter at
the receiver to gain entry. The "key"
cannot be copied at the local locksmith,
and works in places that real keys and li-
mited access cards cannot.
Although the reliability of each com-
ponent is essential to the success of the
system, it is the actual system which pro-
vides the security to its user. Usually a
system must be tailor-made to incorporate
the specific needs of a client. For exam-
ple, a particular business may have shock
sensors or alarm screens on windows and
PIRs placed to cover doorways or display
cases.
Thus, providing electronic security
systems is becoming one of the most
highly growing and competitive industries.
The number of homes and businesses de-
siring security is increasing along with
those companies involved with providing
these services. However, questions have
been raised concerning the old-fashioned
values of customer service. One of these
queries is whether or not home security
devices will become appliances rather than
services.
Whatever the outcome, the security
industry is bound to become a major fac-
tor in most people's lives. This will in-
clude the life of the cat burglar whose
simple tools are no longer a match for
technologically advanced security
systems. I
Randy Aksamit Supermarket
Super-Scanners
The development ot laser scanners lor
supermarket clieckout lanes lias brought lower
prices and less waiting for American consumers.
Current technology has improved the speed and
eftlciency ol these powerful devices.
March Supermarket in Troy, Ohio
unknowingly became a trendsetter when,
on June 27, 1974, it became the tlrst store
to employ computer scanning of Universal
Price Code (UPC) symbols. The idea of a
checkout counter scanner that could read
codes on griKcry items was conceived in
the 1950's by both Philco and Syivania,
but widespread use of supermarket scan-
ners did not begin until 1980.
The original intent of the scanners
was to reduce operating costs. Laser scan-
ners eliminate the need for individually
The Optical Design of a Scanner
Detector
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Source: After IBM Journal of Research and
Development, March 1982.
priced items, saving stores both time and
money. Additional savings iire also cre-
ated at the check-out counter, where few-
er checkers are needed. First estimates of
total savings ran as high as 1.4 percent.
The customer also benefits froin this
system. The speed of the laser scanner de-
creases the waiting time in line. The re-
ceipt gives a detailed listing of each item
purchased. Also, due to the store's lower
operating costs, savings are passed on to
the consumer.
The theory behind laser scanning is
easy to understand. When an item is pul-
led over the scanner slot, a laser "reads"
the code and sends it to a central compu-
ter. The computer identifies the product
by matching the code against a master list
and sends back price information and a
description. The entire process takes only
a fraction of a second.
What is more difficult to understand,
however, is how the laser actually
"reads"" the code. As an item approaches
the scanning window, it breaks a detector
beam which causes a shutter inside the
machine to open momentarily. While the
shutter is open, a scan pattern from a
Helium-Neon laser projects up through the
window and sweeps across the product at
a constant speed. The beam bounces off
the UPC code and reflects back down
through the scanning window.
Inside, a photodetector measures the
amount of light reflected from both the
black bars and white spaces on the sym-
bol, since a dark bar reflects much less
light than a white space. The beam veloc-
ity is constant, so the length of time re-
corded for each bar or space is directly
proportional to its width. These signals
are digitized and sent to the central com-
puter which decodes the symbols based on
their scan times.
Because this method relies only on
the relative times of reflection, the code
can be of nearly any size and scanned in
any direction. The possibility that the
symbol might be read upside down is also
taken into account and corrected through
the use of parity.
The first scanners were able to read
only UPC codes located on the bottom of
a package. Their scan pattern consisted
merely of two straight lines, crossed to
form an X. The next advancement intro-
duced scanners that used mo\ ing mirrors ^
to produce nonsynchronous cosine waves,
and thus fomied a Lissajous pattern. This
pattem provided a greater depth of field, M
which had the advantage of being able to ^
read symbols on the front of a package if
it was tilted slightly towards the window.
The current generation of scanners
has the ability to "wrap around"" package
comers, allowing them to scan the bottom
as well as all four sides of the item. This
task can be accomplished by one of two
different methods.
The tlrst method involves projecting
a pattem consisting of a double-X on the
item: because of the beam exit angles, its
scan lines are mutually perpendicular, or
orthogonal, in five planes. This is accom-
plished by reflecting a split laser beam off
a rotating mirrored polygon. The pattem
is simple enough to require only small
open slits in the scanning window, elimi-
nating the need for a glass cover.
The alternate five-sided scanning pat-
tem boasts the use of a rotating holog-
raphic disk. Optically stored on the disk
are various combinations of interfaced X
patterns and horizontal and diagonal lines,
all with different focal lengths. When the
laser beam hits the spinning disk it pro-
jects numerous short scan lines, complete-
ly surrounding the item. This is an im-
provement over the previous method
which uses only a few long scan lines
with the same focal length. The holog-
raphic arrangement also pro\ ides a much
denser scan pattem. resulting in a quicker
response time.
When the laser scanner was first in-
troduced, many activists were against its
continuation. They feared that grocers
would have the ability to rapidly increase
prices, leaving the consumer helpless.
continued on page 12
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Technovisions
Measuring a Pulse
The University is home to a working nuclear reactor known
as the TRIGA Reactor.
Uranium with a 20 percent enrichment of U-235 is the fuel
from which the reactor derives power. This fuel is contained in
control rods that can be selectively exposed to create different
power levels. A control rod can be suddenly removed using air
pressure resulting in a pulse of energy during which power is
increased from a few watts to 6 billion watts in a fraction of a
second. This pulse, seen as a flash of blue light, can be viewed
from on top of the reactor core through 16 feet of water.
Nuclear engineering 390 is a class specifically designed to
experiment with this reactor. In the laboratory session pictured,
the flux of neutrons that occurs during a pulse was analyzed.
Below: Craig Pohlod, senior reactor operator, checks the
operation of a control rod motor from a perch on top of the
reactor. Right: Pohlod prepares to take data on a plotter as the
reactor is pulsed. Bottom: Pohlod talks with Peter Kirby, senior
in Nuclear engineering, about their experiment from within the
control room, (photos and text by Dave Colburn)
Marco Sims High-Tech Piracy
The popularity of home cassetle and videotape
recorders has created a multi-million dollar
industry, but the question of who should profit
from this technology is still unsolved.
Quick, hide the videotapes, it's the
Beta-Police!
Although home-videotaping of televi-
sion programs is not illegal today, propos-
als have been put forth to make it so by
the television and motion picture indus-
tries. Since 1976, several attempts have
been made to either place a royalty on the
sale of VCR's and blank tapes, or outlaw
home recording altogether. So far, no new
laws have been passed, but considering
the number of issues involved and the
adamant positions of each side, the dis-
pute is far from over.
As the situation currently stands,
Sony, a leading defender of home
videotaping, has won the important bat-
tles. Sony was first sued in 1976, but the
Los Angeles District Court ruled in their
favor. Universal Studios and Walt Disney
Productions, opponents of home videotap-
ing, appealed, and in October of 1981,
won their case, with home videotaping
found to be in violation of the Copyright
Act. Sony appealed to the Supreme Court,
which just recently upheld the earlier
ruling.
The ramifications of this and other
copyright rulings are enormous consider-
ing the number of individuals they affect.
At stake is not only home videotaping,
but also recording of phonographic re-
cords. If the movie and television corpora-
tions could receive a royalty for the sale
of blank videotapes, the record companies
may press for similar funding from the
sale of blank audio casettes.
While no reliable figures are avail-
able, few analysts deny that this problem
of record reproduction is widespread. The
situation is worse for the record industry
than for motion picture and television cor-
porations, because it's far easier and less
expensive to tape an album than videotape
a television show. In fact, some stores
now rent records for a short time, and
stereo manufacturers sell tape decks that
can copy one tape from another.
The dilemma with videotaping arises
from a simple question of economics.
Jack Valenti, president of the Motion Pic-
ture Association of America, suggests
charging a royalty of 25 dollars a video
machine and 25 cents per tape. This
would have generated 57 million dollars
in 1982 alone. This figure, however,
doesn't consider the loss in potential
advertising dollars. Television executives
attribute this loss to less satisfied advertis-
ers who know their ads can be editied out
of videotaped programs.
Another major difficulty in the mo-
tion picture industry is video piracy.
which amounts to over 700 million dollars
each year. Usually, a projectionist takes
the reel home and makes a copy, but
more sophisticated video pirates have con-
nections in the studios, thus allowing
them to copy a movie before the theaters
have even received it. Essentially any film
can he obtained, although the prices can
be high.
Most movies are pirated long before
they're even released to the theaters. One
wealthy Saudi Arabian was watching
"E.T." two months before the release,
and one British pub was running "Rocky
III" weeks before the official release, and
was even charging admission. The motion
picture industry already has the help of
legal authorities worldwide on this issue,
which is but one facet of the home
videotaping question.
Although individuals can still record
programs at home, questions that have yet
to be answered are how much longer or at
what price home recording can go on.
And with the sale of video recorders
showing no signs of slacking off, the
stakes will continue to increase in the
home videotaping war. Don't worry about
the Beta-Police just yet, but maybe one
day you'll hear an ominous knocking on
the door. •
Technotes
EOH Scheduled
Plans for this year's annual Engineer-
ing Open House are well under way.
Slated for March 1 and 2. the Engineering
Council sponsored event has as its theme
"Engineering: Methods to the Madness."
EOH features exhibits from all de-
partments and organizations of the en-
gineering college. In addition, there is a
coordinated project which combines the
talents of students from all disciplines.
The topic of this year's project is food
science. Students interested in working on
the project should contact Fred Wiesinger
in 300 Engineering Hall.
The theme for the Central Exhibit
this year is "Mind Over Matter Yields
Understanding." The goal is to explain an
engineering principle by tracing its history
and the methodology of its development.
For more information on the central ex-
hibit, contact Dan Weisberg in 300 EH.
Save a Duck
Tau Beta Pi has begun a campus-
wide fund raising effort to save the Victor
Shelford Vivarium, located near the cor-
ner of Wright and Healey Streets.
The area provides a home for a vari-
ety of wildlife, including two Canadian
geese, a wood duck, 50 turtles, and va-
rious species of fish in two ponds. The
ponds were designed in 1916. and the
clay sealer at the bottom has deteriorated
with age. The resulting seepage has com-
pletely drained the east pond, and the
west one must be continually refilled.
Since the ponds are no longer used
for educational purposes, the University
will no longer fund their maintenance.
Unless S 10.000 can be raised for each
pond, they uill be filled in, stranding
their wildlife.
Sporting the theme "Save a Duck,"
the TBO drive will attempt to raise the
money necessar)' to preserve at least one
pond. Their efforts consist of three pro-
jects. Donation booths are being operated
in the lllini Union and in Engineering
Hall from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm on week-
days, a benefit concert is being organized,
and a fund raising contest for campus stu-
dent organizations will soon be underway.
Students who would like to help out with
one of these projects or who have other
ideas should stop by one of the booths or
contact Amy Baits at either 333-3558 or
344-6582.
AT&T is Benefactor
AT&T Information Systems will give
between $2 5 million and S3 million in
computer equipment to the University as
part of a S32 million donation program.
The state-of-the-art equipment will be
given to the Computer Science Depart-
ment for use in graduate and undergradu-
ate programming classes and faculty re-
search activities.
"This multimillion dollar gift repre-
sents an important commitment to educa-
tion and research on the part of AT&T In-
formation Systems," said Chancellor Tho-
mas E. Everhart. "The University of Illi-
nois is a national leader in innovative
ways to use computers in the instructional
process and in research.
"Ideally, all our students should
learn how the power of computers can be-
nefit their education and thus their future
contributions to society. We are encour-
aged that AT&T Information Systems
clearly recognizes this need and is making
a major commitment to ensure this goal."
The donation to Illinois includes two
3B20S super-minicomputers and 58 de-
sktop 3B2 super-microcomputers. High-
resolution bit-mapped terminals and high
speed networking products to link the
equipment also will be donated, and in-
stallation and one year of maintenance
and support will be provided free of
charge.
James N. Snyder, head of computer
science, said the donation will be useful
in many ways, including replacement of
aging equipment in the software and logic
instructional labs. In addition, it may now
make possible new instructional labs in
other sub-fields, and will enhance gradu-
ate and faculty research programs.
Company officials said Illinois was
chosen for the program because of its
"developmental efforts in the computer
science and electrical engineering fields."
the campus commitment to future technol-
ogy, and the school's "willingness to par-
ticipate through the involvement of facul-
ty, students, and administration."
Professor Honored
Robert W. Bohl, professor emeritus
of metallurgy and of nuclear engineering,
has been selected to receive the Albert
Easton White Distinguished Teacher
Award for 1984.
Bohl was cited by the award's spon-
sor, the American Society of Metals
(ASM), "for excellence in undergraduate
teaching and advice to generations of
undergraduate students and ser\ice to the
profession."
The award, established in 1960 by
the ASM. recognizes unusually long and
devoted service to the teaching of metal-
lurgy.
A University faculty member since
1946, Bohl received the University's
award for excellence in undergraduate
teaching in 1979.
Man' McDowell
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Is There a Need for
Technical Writing?
One o( the many interrelationships between
science and the arts is the expression ol scientific
ideas and concepts. Too often, however, this arl
is overlooked by students in the engineering
disciplines.
Blemishing the engineering education
for many ye;irs has been the engineers' in-
ability to communicate. Spe;iking and
writing skills are in high demand in in-
dustry; ideas and breakthroughs would be
meaningless if the ability to communicate
them to others did not exist.
The Dean's Student Advisory Com-
mittee (DSAC) of Engineering Council is
currently examining the adequacy of lan-
guage arts training, specitlcally that re-
ceived while fulfilling the Rhetoric 105
requirement. The committee feels this
may not sufficiently train engineering stu-
dents in technical writing. DSAC, under
the direction of committee chairman Kirk
Vanden, is currently questioning engineer-
ing students on the effectiveness of the
Rhetoric requirement.
Vanden personally feels that training
in technical writing should be taught in
the senior year when students are sure of
the career field they have chosen and can
address the needs of their job field. He
explains that the school of Aeronautical
and Astronautical Engineering's offering
of a required course in technical writing is
a good start towards a total collegiate
policy regarding technical writing courses.
National opinion seems to support
this stand. A recent survey of American
undergraduate schools by the American
Society for Engineering Education found
that over 60 percent of those schools re-
quiring technical writing offer a course
specifically for Engineering students.
Even in these schools, however, dif-
ficulties remain. Nearly 70 percent of
those schools which do offer technical
Graph Illustrating the Importance
of Technical Writing
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Respondents included deans from American
engineering colleges which were broken into two
categories: schools which required writing
courses for graduation and those which did not.
Source: After Engineering Education, November
1983,
writing only offer courses taught by En-
glish department faculty. Only one in ten
schools encourage students to take tech-
nical writing in their senior year. In some
engineering programs, no writing courses
are required at all, or even permitted as
electives.
Engineering Council President Joe
Lehman states, "we question whether
technical writing and creative writing
should be taught in the same course , , , we
feel it would be beneficial if they could
be broken up,"
At Western New England College,
technical writing is removed from rhetor-
ic. Instead, it is included in every class, A
campaign to improve the writing skills of
graduates featured deans speaking to every
class on the importance of writing, profes-
sors emphasizing writing in assignments,
and even lab instmctors supporting com-
munication abilitites, A policy was begun
requiring a portion of a student's grade in
ever) course to be based on writing pro-
ficiency. The result has been a marked
improvement in the ability of students to
communicate their ideas.
Another idea that has been suggested
is technical writing workshops, to replace
the traditional lecture-oriented writing
courses. Students would be presented with
a variety of problems which could arise in
industry. They would then outline their
ideas in a short paper or revise a writing
sample to make it more effective for the
given purpose. The instructor would lead
discussion pertaining to problems which
could arise, summarize points important to
the project, or supplement the discussion
with further handouts. The workshops
would cover several topics including audi-
ence analysis, designing effective visuals
and graphics, and editing, in addition to
writing improvement. These workshops
would then lead students in the develop-
ment of their own abilities and styles.
Purdue University has already chosen
an independent study program for those
students who desire assistance in technical
writing. An engineering writing lab pro-
vides tutors, self-instuctional materials,
small group projects, and reference mate-
rials to over 5000 saidents each year.
The advisory committee says that if
the student surveys suggest a need for a
change in the writing curriculum, then
DSAC will also survey the top 100 em-
ployers of University graduates. Employer
survey results will determine the need for
language and writing skills in the work-
force and may show how to address the
problem of the lack of writing skills. The
University, they feel, should be commit-
ted to educating a marketable engineer.
As the demands placed on engineer-
ing students continues to grow with
advancing technology, the need persists
for strong cooperation between business,
faculty, and the students themselves in de-
veloping communication skills. B
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Acid Problem Neutralized
©University researchers Edwin E. Her-
ricks, civil engineering, and John T. Pfef-
fer. sanitation engineering, have de-
»veloped a cost efficient and environmen-
tally safe method of treating acid mine
drainage, a serious water pollutant in coal
mining areas.
The new process uses anaerobic bac-
teria to combat what Herricks describes as
"the most complex industrial wastewater
treatment problems."
The discharge of acid mine water
may raise the concentration of hazardous
heavy metals in streams to dangerous
levels, he said. The most common treat-
ment of acid mine drainage is chemical
neutralization. This, however, involves the
generation of substantial quantities of byp-
roduct sludges which contain a large num-
ber of hard to remove toxic materials.
"The principal advantage of our
bacterial process over chemical neutraliza-
tion is the sludge byproduct." Herricks
said. "Our process produces a sludge that
can be easily processed to reclaim the
copper, iron. zinc, nickel or other metals
present in the drainage.
Anaerobic bacteria can live where no
free oxygen exists. They obtain their ener-
gy for growth by reducing surface com-
pounds such as sulfate and carbon dioxide
in the water.
The water treatment process involves
four steps. The bacteria is grown in a cul-
ture of organic wastes such as municipal
solid waste, crop residue, or animal
manure to produce a solution that is high
in alkalinity and sulfides. It is then mixed
with the mine drainage. The high alkalin-
ity partially neutralizes the acidity, and the
sulfides combine with the metals to create
insoluble metal sulfides. The mixture is
This research is primarily directed to-
ward treating the source of the pollution,
but it also indirectly benefits land rehabili-
taton efforts.
channeled to a settling basin, and the met-
al sulfides are separated, forming a metal
sludge from which the valuable metals
can later be reclaimed.
The remainder of the solution then
flows to an aeration tank where sulfide
oxidaton occurs through surface aeration,
further neutralizing the acidity of the
effluent to an environmentally acceptable
level.
Computer Dictaphone
IBM scientists have achieved a major
advance in computer speech recognition:
an experimental system that quickly and
accurately recognizes spoken English sent-
ences.
The system allows a human voice in-
put to create office documents such as let-
ters or memos. It can recognize sentences
composed from a 5.000 word business
correspondence vocabulary, and identifies
more than 95 percent of the words in
these sentences correctly.
Designed to adapt to individuals, the
system trains itself to recognize a person's
voice by listening to the user read a brief
standard text. The system requires a short
pause betweeen words during both train-
ing and dictation. A small microphone on
the user's desk picks up the speech.
Once the system is trained, words,
.phrases, and sentences appear on a work-
station screen as the individual speaks.
The resulting letter or memo may be
edited or amended by voice or keyboard.
The recognition is statistical, de-
signed to find the best match between the
words spoken and those in its vocabulary.
It can distinguish between words that
sound alike by examining the context in
which they appear. It is able to compute
the probability that a given word will
appear in a particular context based on an
analysis of about 25 million words of
office correspondence.
Recognition begins by extracting a
set of 20 measurements from the speech,
every one-hundredth of a second. The
system compares each of these measure-
ments with 200 patterns created by the in-
dividual's voice during the training session
and makes the appropriate matches. This
labels the sound segments so that they can
be indentified.
Next, the system examines the sound
labels in their context, or their apparent
relationship to each other at that instant.
On this basis it chooses several candidate
words from its vocabulary.
As additional sounds are uttered,
new word candidates are created and the
initial candidates are re-evaluated in light
of these new data. The number of candi-
dates is thus narrowed until the most
probable word sequence is selected.
If the spoken word is in the vocabul-
ary, the system chooses correctly more
than 95 precent of the time. If the spoken
word is not in the vocabulary, it chooses
one that is; it can be changed later by
editing.
The speech recognition computations
are done by an IBM 4341 computer
working with three Floating Point Systems
array processors. An IBM Personal Com-
puter handles the communications.
Man- McDowell
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Studies have shown otherwise: prices have actually fallen be-
cause of the increased eftlciencies of laser scanning. After ten
years on the proving ground, laser scanners have now become
an integral part of everyday shopping.
Unscrambling UPC Codes
Ihc ten digits at the base of the UPC code symbol consist
of tuo ilisiinci parts. The first five characters identity the indi-
vidual manulactiircr, while ihe kist Use idcnlit\ the specific iieni
A Typical UPC Symbol
511ir'0023A
UPC codes may
appear confusing and
mysterious, but all of
these Utile lines really
do have a meaning.
being sold. The single digit located to the left of the symbol is
the number s\stem character. It corresponds to the category of
the item being scanned; it is usually a zero for regular grocery
UPC codes.
The stripes are merely the machine-readable version of the
numbers directly below them, plus a few extras. Each digit of
the code is represented by a set of two dark bars and two spaces
of varying widths. Each set of bars and spaces is a combination
of seven smaller "data modules." These modules are all of
equal widths and can be either light or dark. Various arrange-
ments of alternating light and dark modules make up the stripes
for each digit.
Two thin guard bars on both the left and right sides of the
symbol serve to set the UPC code apart from the rest of the
package and to alert the scanner of the approaching symbol. The
two thin lines extending down the middle make up the center
bar partem. It aids in the separation of the two halves of the
code by the scanner.
The two bars immediately inside the left-hand guard bar
represent the coding of the number system character. The two
lines diretly inside the right-hand gaurd bar represent the modulo
check character; it has no corresponding digit in the code. Its
sole purpose is to verify that the symbol was scanned correctly.
Numbers in the symbol are also coded differently depend-
ing on location relative to the center bar to further increase
accuracy. All digits on the left are arbitrarily assigned odd par-
ity, so the last data module is a space, while all characters on
the right are assigned even parity, so the last data module is a
bar. This assures that no set of stripes will look the same even
when scanned upside down.
Tech Teasers Answers
1. 7.207. 210.
2. Thomas A. Edison.
3.
ILLINI MEDIA COMPANY
student Operated Media
at the University of Illinois
620 East John Street
Champaign, IL 61820
217 333-3733
° Technograph
illini \A/PGU
•
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Tech Profiles
John Chato joined the University's
Mechanical Engineering department in
1964 after receiving his Master's degree
here at the University, a Mechanical En-
gineering degree from the University of
Cincinnati, and a Ph.D. from M.I.T.,
where he worked as an assistant profes-
sor. He is currently involved in research,
which he calls "odd-ball heat transfer"
projects, that apply heat transfer techni-
ques to areas such as Electrical Engineer-
ing and Bioengineering.
Chato holds several honors including
Distinguished Engineering Alumnus from
the U. of C. and the Charles Russ
Richards Memorial Award given by the
American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers. He is an ASME fellow and
served for five years as editor of the
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Alumni News.
In his leisure time, Chato enjoys
photography, nature study, and tennis
with his wife. He also bicycles to work.
Chato enjoys the University because
of the support and freedom in doing re-
I search as well as the cultural opportunities
which give Champaign the "advantages
of a big city without the traffic jams."
o Ken Kubiak
Carl S. Larson graduated from the Uni-
versity with a B.S. in Mechanical En-
gineering in 1956. and has remained since
to serve in capacities varying from grad
student to Assistant Dean.
After receiving his Ph.D., Larson
taught ME design classes at the College
for several years and in 1974 became
Assistant Dean. Larson currently instructs
ME 341, Systems and Design, in addition
to performing his duties as Dean. He also
coordinates the New Student Program,
which includes handling the admission of
incoming freshmen as well as transfer stu-
dents.
Larson credits the surge of popularity
in engineering to the fantastic job opportu-
nities and the way society today views en-
gineers. "Engineers are no longer blamed
for the things that went wrong in the
country," he said.
Larson maintains that the Engineer-
ing College is difficult because "worth-
while things are difficult." The training
and education received here doesn't limit
graduates, according to Larson, but in-
stead teaches them to learn a process of
reasoning and to think and solve prob-
lems, which is applicable to everything.
"The best proof of this is to look and see
where Engineering graduates are five or
ten years out. They're everywhere and
into every conceivable aspect of life."
Steve Franke is a visiting assistant pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering. Original-
ly from Chicago, he has attended the Uni-
versity since 1975 and received his Ph.D.
in Electrical Engineering from the College
earlier this year.
As a graduate student, Franke resear-
ched low-noise microwave amplifiers for
the University's Radio Astronomy group
and studied wave propagation in the
atmosphere and ionosphere.
Franke is currently researching wave
propagation problems with emphasis on
numerical modeling and simulation. This
involves the use of a supercomputer to
handle the enormous calculations needed
to simulate a random three-dimensional
medium and propagate a clean wave
through it. The ultimate goal of this re-
search is to improve and develop remote
sensing techniques.
In addition to his research, Franke
teaches EE 229, Introduction to Electro-
magnetic Waves, and is preparing mate-
rial for a new course in computer-aided
design of microwave circuits.
Franke plans to continue his career in
academics. He enjoys teaching and the
freedom to pursue a broad range of in-
terests, including canoeing, fishing, swim-
ming, tennis, and amateur radio operating.
Brian Castelli
Carolyn A . Keen
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The Equilibrimii Solution
Rapid, reliable methods for solving chemical equilibrium
equations have long been sought by scientists askingfundamental
questions about systems as varied as the atmosphere, the human
body and the internal combustion engine. An interdisciplinary
collaboration at the General Motors Research Laboratories has
produced a breakthrough with potentially universal applications.
M.Hltl F.ffioiencv
arithmetic. The range of coefficients
in chemical equihbrium systems
tends to be too large or too small
for the arithmetic of the computer
Consequently, the solution process
can fail. By construction of an effec-
tive scaling algorithm, this arith-
metic constraint can be eliminated.
Suitably reduced and scaled, the
equilibrium systems can then be
solved reliably by the continuation
method.
THUS, Drs. Meintjes and Morgan
accomplished their original
goal of developing an innovative
reliable approach to solving chemi-
cal equilibrium equations. They
also made a final, unexpected dis-
covery. Certain standard solution
techniques, which fail on the origi-
nal systems, can be made absolutely
reliable when applied to the reduced
and scaled systems. These methods,
which are variants of Newton's
method, are also many times faster
than continuation.
This research has produced
an extremely effective solution
strategy— reduction of the equa-
tions, followed by scaling of the
reduced systems, followed by the
application of a suitable variant of
Newton's method. The simplifica-
on of the systems, which was origi-
nally formulated to facilitate the
implementation of the continuation
method, proved to be the critical
factor enabling the use of fast tech-
niques.
In one application, the chemi-
cal equilibrium calculations are part
of a model which predicts details
of the flow, turbulence, and com-
bustion processes inside an engine.
By using their methodology to
develop an equilibrium solver for
this application, the researchers
greatly increased the model's solu-
tion efficiency (see Figure 1).
"It was the characteristic struc-
ture of equilibrium equations',' says
Dr Meintjes, "that allowed us to
perform the reduction. The unex-
pected mathematical simplicity of
the reduced systems suggests that
even more efficient solution meth-
ods may be discovered'.'
"Critical to this research',' says
Dr Morgan, "was the dialogue
between disciplines. I hope that this
dialogue will continue as scientists
and engineers in diverse fields
explore the capabilities of this new
methodology."
General Motors
THE
MEN
BEHIND
THE
WORK
Dr Keith Meintjes, a Staff Research
Engineer in the Fluid Mechanics
Department, joined the General
Motors Research Laboratories in
1980. Dr Alexander Morgan, a Staff
Research Scientist in the Mathe-
matics Department, joined the Cor-
poration in 1978.
Dr Meintjes (left) was born in
South Africa. He attended the Uni-
versity of Witwatersand, where he
received a B.Sc. and M.Sc. From
1973 to 1975, he taught fluid
mechanics and engineering design
at the university. He then went on to
study at Princeton University, where
he received an M.A. and Ph.D. in
engineering. His doctoral thesis
concerned numerical methods for
calculating compressible gas flow.
Dr Morgan (right) received his
graduate degrees from Yale Uni-
versity in differential topology. His
Ph.D. thesis concerned the geome-
try of differential manifolds. Prior
to joining General Motors, he taught
mathematics at the University of
Miami. His book, "Applications of
the Continuation Method to Scien-
tific and Engineering Problems',' will
soon be published by Prentice-Hall.
Come join other engineering students, men and
women, in comfortable living at
Hendrick
House
The only privately owned residence hall near
the engineering campus at the University of
Illinois with air conditioning.
• Reasonable Rates
• Choice of Entree
• Home Baked Rolls and Desserts
• Reciprocal Agreement with U of I
Green and Lincoln St.
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Phone 344-4957
If you are a college freshman or sophomore in good academic standing,
the Naval ROTC Program can be your chance for the expenence of a
lifetime. The Naval ROTC Program can provide you a path to great career
opportunities, and also assistance now in your college education. Naval
ROTC Scholarships and College Program opportunities are available now.
Let us give you the whole NROTC picture.Contact:
CDR DAVID POWELL
236 Armory BIdg.
Phone:333-1061 '1062
lUTlT
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FELLOWSHIPS
Since 1949, more than 5,000 men and women have
earned advanced degrees In engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships. The Hughes com-
mitment to furthering your education and your career.
More than 100 new fellowships will be available In
the coming year for graduate study in:
Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical,
Systems, Aeronautical)
Computer Science
Applied Math
Physics
As a Hughes fellow, you could be studying for your
Master's, Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving:
Tuition, books, and fees
Educational stipend
Full employee benefits
Relocation expenses
Professional-level salary
Summer employment
Technical experience
Total Value: $25,000 to $50,000 a year.
You'll also have the opportunity to gain valuable
on-the-job experience at Hughes facilities in Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your degree.
Work Study Fellows work part-time during the
academic year while studying at a nearby university. Full
Study Fellows work in the summer and study full-time.
And since Hughes is involved with more than 90
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available. In fact, an Engineering Rotation Program Is
available for those Interested In diversifying their work
experience.
If you'd like assistance from a company committed
to advancing the frontiers of technology, fill out and mail
the coupon below. Or write to:
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept NC, BIdg. C2/B168
P O Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
THE COMMITMENT
BEHIND THE PROGRAM
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept. NC
BIdg. C2/B168, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and application materials.
IF-YOU-CAN-DREAM-IT'YOU-CAN-DO-IT
Convert the
production line
into a frontier
ofcreativity.
The cast-iron technology of
the factory will soon be silicon
technology.
Chips and computers trans-
fer design information directly
to the factory floor Other
chips make possible flexible
robotics, programmable con-
trollers for machine tools, auto-
mated test systems and digital
inspection cameras. Local
area networks tie together all
these systems
These are revolutionary
changes that can result in
better-made products, manu-
factured of new materials at
lower cost.
GE is deeply involved in
bringing manufacturing into
the silicon age. In one plant,
electronics and computer sys-
tems enable us to reduce pro-
duction time of a locomotive's
diesel engine frame from 16
days to 16 hours. At our dish-
washer production plant, a
master computer monitors a
distributed system of pro-
grammable controls, robots,
automated conveyors,
assembly equipment and
quality control stations.
We're working on robots
that can see, assembly sys-
tems that hear, and machin-
ery that can adapt to changes
and perhaps even repair itself
This transformation of
manufacturing from the past
to the future creates a need
for new kinds of engineers to
design and operate factories
of the silicon age. They have
to be as familiar with the reali-
ties of the assembly line as
with the protocols of software
communications.
They wfll synchronize
dozens of real-time systems
whose slightest move affects
the performance of every
other system. The frontiers of
manufacturing technology
have been thrust outward. Old
ideas have been questioned,
new ones probed. Some ideas
are now on production lines.
Others are still flickers of light
in an imagination.
All offer opportunities for
you to seek, to grow, and to
accomplish.
Ifyou can drecan it,
youcandoit
